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As the final quarter of 2020 kicked off, ViewTech Borescopes VJ-3 video

borescopes demand remained steady. The top-selling video borescope

company earned business from many new clients, including an internationally

recognized railroad company and a shipbuilding company. When searching to

replace their fleet of aging borescopes, a North American railcar leasing

company connected with ViewTech Borescopes at a previous FABTECH Expo.

With each service and maintenance facility scattered across North America,

through ViewTech Borescopes demo program, they were all able to experience

the VJ-3 Dual Camera video borescope onsite. Read More

INDUSTRY NEWS

This is the Key to Manufacturing in aThis is the Key to Manufacturing in a
Post-Pandemic WorldPost-Pandemic World

The COVID-19 pandemic has raised
awareness of manufacturing's crucial
societal and economic roles,
particularly with respect to the supply
of medical equipment,
pharmaceuticals and other essential
goods. At the same time, it has caused
an unprecedented financial hit to the
industry, making cost reduction and the
creation of transparent, flexible supply
chains urgent priority.

READ MORE

With Rise in Solar Power, What's theWith Rise in Solar Power, What's the
Future of the Oil and Gas Industry?Future of the Oil and Gas Industry?

The oil and gas industry is responsible
for more than 428,000 jobs across the
state of Texas. More than 250,000
folks work in advanced energy,
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including solar, wind and nuclear.
Experts and environmentalists are
looking at what the future of oil and
gas looks like. It's a question that
holds big impact for many in
Southeast Texas, where 60%-70% of
jobs have ties to the petrochemical
industry.

READ MORE

Textron Delivers Citations to ThriveTextron Delivers Citations to Thrive
AviationAviation

Textron Aviation and Las Vegas-based
private aviation charter operator,
Thrive Aviation, announced the
delivery of three pre-owned Cessna
Citation Sovereign+ business jets.
Thrive Aviation is a private aviation
company operating across North
America and has a newly opened
corporate headquarters at Henderson
Executive Airport and a private 21,000
square foot hangar at Las Vegas
McCarran International Airport.

READ MORE

2021 Jeep Wrangler Rubicon 392 has2021 Jeep Wrangler Rubicon 392 has
a 470-HP 6.4 Liter V-8a 470-HP 6.4 Liter V-8

Jeep has announced that the Wrangler
Rubicon 392 is headed to production,
and it'll go on sale early next year. It's
powered by a 6.4-liter V-8 that
produces 470 horsepower and 470 lb-ft
of torque, and Jeep claims it'll do 60
mph in 4.5 seconds. Available only as
a four-door Rubicon model, it's
equipped with 33-inch all-terrain tires,
Fox shocks, Dana 44 axles, and it's an
inch taller than the standard Rubicon.

READ MORE

UPCOMING TRADESHOWS

NAAA Ag Aviation ExpoNAAA Ag Aviation Expo
December 7-10, 2020

Savannah, GA

SEE THE VJ-3 SEE THE VJ-3 IN ACTIONIN ACTION

Our most advanced scope yet from the RVI experts
who brought you the VJ and VJ-Advance.
Text Lin
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